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Ricerche Partner per Bandi Europei 
 

FONTE: ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 
 

1) Title  
German organisation is looking for research consortium or lead partner for 
implementing co-funded action plans for interconnection of innovation ecosystems 
(HORIZON-EIE-2022-CONNECT-02-01) 

POD 

Reference  
RDRDE20220329009 

Summary  

A German next economy lab is interested in joining consortia for projects that contribute to the 
sustainable transformation in Europe. They would like to contribute the many years expertise and 
skills of their interdisciplinary team, e.g. with participatory stakeholder workshops and coaching 
processes to develop sustainable solutions or qualitative research. Presently they target: 
Implementing co-funded action plans for interconnection of innovation ecosystems. Research 
cooperation is sought. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

29/04/2022 

Deadline of 

the Call 
26/09/2022 

 

2) Title  

Partners sought for EUROSTARS project: Development of an AI System for the 

selection of relevant studies and the extraction of data for the registration of chemicals 
and products according to REACH. 

POD 
Reference  

RDRDE20220224009 

Summary  

A German start-up company specialized in AI research & application has teamed up with a 
contract laboratory, specialised in (ecotoxicological) assessment of nanomaterials in order to 

develop an AI tool for extracting information from documents in natural language (i.e. scientific 
publications or abstracts). In addition, an online database on ecotoxicological endpoints of 
nanomaterials shall be established. 

Deadline 

for EOI 
14/08/2022 

Deadline of 

the Call 
14/09/2022 

 
 
 
Per maggiori informazioni sui profili di ricerca partner e sui servizi di supporto per la partecipazione a bandi 
europei per progetti di ricerca e innovazione: 
simpler2@finlombarda.it 
 

mailto:simpler2@finlombarda.it
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Ricerche di Partner Tecnologici e Commerciali 

 
 

Presentiamo di seguito alcune opportunità di collaborazione internazionale pubblicate nella banca dati di 
Enterprise Europe Network. 

 
Richieste e offerte di tecnologie 

 

1) Title A Dutch company is looking for new technologies and materials for the development of 
sustainable salad trays. 

POD 

Reference 

TRNL20220328016 

Summary A Dutch food company produces a large amount of private label salads for leading European food 
partners. Most of the packaging is made from plastic, which puts a great burden on our 
environment. The company is looking for ways to find an innovative packaging design that is more 

sustainable. Companies, academics, or inventors are sought via a technical cooperation 
agreement or a license agreement. 
This technology request is part of an innovation challenge. 

 

2) Title A French company is looking for eco-responsible plastics and packaging suppliers or 
manufacturers 

POD 
Reference 

TRFR20220321011 

Summary A French company is looking for eco-responsible packaging for their different ranges of products. 
They are specialised in complementary feed and their products are: liquids, pellets, creams, gels, 

pastes, etc. They are looking for some buckets, pots, bottles, barrels, tubes and syringes in 
different sizes, in aluminum, recycled plastic, vegetal plastic or any other eco-responsible 
material. The company wants to establish a commercial agreement with technical assistance. 

 

 
 

3) Title A Polish SME that produces hypoallergenic cosmetics is looking for manufacturers and 
organizations to design, construct and assemble the line for the production of 
cosmetics. Form of cooperation - commercial agreement with technical assistance. 

POD 
Reference 

TRPL20220318014 

Summary A Polish company that produces fully vegan, hypoallergenic creams made of 100% unfined oils, 
intended for especially demanding customers. In connection with the planned production 

automation forced by the increasing demand for the product, the company is looking for 
cooperation with the design and production company that manufactures stainless steel tanks and 
devices, which could design, construct and assemble the line for the production of cosmetics with 
a dosing pump and a cooling jacket. 

 

4) Title A Dutch food manufacturer is looking for a more sustainable alternative for APET 
packaging 

POD 
Reference 

TRNL20220404038 

Summary A Dutch manufacturer of cooled savory food products, is looking for alternative materials for their 
packaging with a lower ecological footprint. Companies are sought in the framework of 
commercial agreement with technical assistance or a technical cooperation agreement. 

 

5) Title 100% fossil free packaging material made from cocoa-husk, a by-product of chocolate 
production 

POD 
Reference 

TRSE20220317044 
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Summary A bean-to-bar chocolate producing plant in northern Sweden is looking to find a 100% fossil free 
packaging material made from cocoa-husk, a by-product of chocolate production. Manufacturing 

agreements are foreseen for market ready solutions, but the company is also interested in 

technical/research agreements concerning not yet fully developed solutions. 

 

6) Title Swedish company offering orthopedic products for animals looks for an app to scan 
injuries 

POD 

Reference 
TRSE20220304023 

Summary A Swedish manufacturing company providing orthopedic products for animals looks for an app 
developed specific to scan injuries. The uploading of the scans is done either to a cloud service or 
the company's server. This will shorten lead times from scanning to production of orthoses, which 
will decrease the suffering for the animals. The company is looking for an Iphone app developer 

that can provide either a commercial agreement with technical assistance or a license agreement. 

 

7) Title Off-grid autonomous station (5-30kW) based on renewable energies for green mobility 
to recharge bicycles/motorcycles/cars or for stationary use as power generator during 
ephemeral events 

POD 
Reference 

TOFR20220401016 

Summary An innovative young French SME offers a new generation of mobile power station running with 

batteries powered by photovoltaic panels and hydrogen fuel cell. The station can be set up in less 
than a day in isolated areas (mountain, countryside) for example to daily recharge small vehicles 
or replace generators sets during exhibiting events. Partners willing to be equipped 
(municipalities, companies, event organisers, tourism offices) are sought for commercial 
agreements with technical assistance. 

 

8) Title A Polish medical university is looking for commercial agreement for its innovative 
device used in surgical treatment of scoliosis 

POD 
Reference 

TOPL20220331027 

Summary A Polish medical university has designed and produced a surgical instrument that is used for the 
surgical treatment of scoliosis. As it is ready to be introduced to the market, the university is 
looking for commercial and license agreements with foreign partners worldwide. 

 

9) Title French company produces 100% natural coloured liquid vegetal food supplements 
based on plant or algae extracts under white label 

POD 

Reference 
TOFR20220401010 

Summary A French SME has specialised in formulation and custom packaging of natural liquid food 
supplements based on vegetal extraction without preservatives or heat treatments. The SME can 
produce small bottles or glass bulbs, from small to large series. Their specialty is a blue liquid 

extract of spirulina titrated in phycocyanin. Companies, brands or laboratories wishing to extend 
their range as a finished product for the consumer, are sought for commercial agreements with 
technical assistance. 

 

10) Title Boron-based formulations for the treatment of muscular dystrophies and muscle 
injuries 

POD 
Reference 

TOES20220324020 

Summary A Spanish biomedical research network center has developed a new therapeutic strategy for the 

treatment of pathophysiological conditions which affect skeletal muscle, and is looking to 
establish license, research cooperation, or joint venture agreements. 

 

11) Title Dutch SME offers cooperation and technology for production improvement of 

biopharmaceutical proteins and cell line development. 
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POD 
Reference 

TONL20220321025 

Summary A Dutch company offers a generally applicable technology to generate superior cell- 
lines for biopharmaceutical protein production. Application of the technology allows cultured 
mammalian cells to produce more recombinant protein per cell. The company is looking for 
cooperation projects involving product and production technology development with biotech, 
pharma and diagnostic companies via a research cooperation agreement or a technical 

cooperation agreement. 

 

12) Title Danish SME offers grease layer reduction technology in exhaust ducts for catering 
companies 

POD 
Reference 

TODK20220317052 

Summary Danish SME offers grease layer reduction technology in exhaust ducts for catering companies. The 

Danish SME's product: The Power Pack system is able to be mounted in large scale kitchens and 

thereby help catering companies in reducing maintannce costs for exhaust ducts. The Danish SME 
is looking to cooperate under a commercial agreement with European partners who would be 
interested in their service. 

 
 

Richieste e offerte di collaborazioni commerciali 

 

1) Title A French sales agency specialised in the healthcare industry seeks manufacturers of 
medical devices and equipment for commercial agency/distribution agreements for 
France and the MEA markets. 

POD 
Reference 

BRFR20220404041 

Summary A French sales agency specialised in the promotion and distribution of innovative medical devices 
would like to establish a commercial agency/distribution agreement with manufacturers in the 

medical, healthcare, or pharmaceutical industry, interested to expand their activities in France and 
in the Middle East & Africa (MEA) region. Other related industries like ecology will also be 
considered. 

 

2) Title A full-service distribution with e-commerce marketing of company based in Poland 
which seeks different products for distribution on the Polish market 

POD 
Reference 

BRPL20220404002 

Summary The Polish e-commerce company is offering its distribution services in Poland for manufacturers of 
a different group of products. The platform is run by a marketing agency and provides sales, 
packing, and distribution services as well as all logistics aspects of cooperation. The company is 

looking for various products from various industries. The company seeks distribution services 
agreements with companies, interested in online distribution on the Polish market. 

 

3) Title Belgian company is offering commercial agency agreement for food products and is 
looking for manufacturers of food products for manufacturing agreement 

POD 
Reference 

BRBE20220330008 

Summary The Belgian company specialised in the food sector is offering commercial representation in 
Belgium and on other export markets, in particular in Netherlands and Luxembourg. 
The company is also in contact with food distributors and is looking for food manufacturers for 
manufacturing agreement. 

 

4) Title German company offers representation and distribution for electronic and 
electromechanical components and assemblies 

POD 
Reference 

BRDE20220328052 
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Summary A northern German SME is a well established representative and distributor of active and passive 
electronic components as well as electromechanical components and assemblies to a diversity of 

industries. To complement the portfolio, the company is offering cooperation in form of 

commercial agency and distribution services agreements covering the northern half of Germany 
to producers of electronic components such as sensors, magnets, relays, clamps, switches and 
fuses. 

 

5) Title Danish supplier of designer furniture searching for production facilities 

POD 
Reference 

BRDK20220316004 

Summary The Danish company designs and develops expensive designer furniture and search for 

manufacturers. The Danish company is flexible and helps suppliers in all questions. The Danish 
company is searching for a supplier agreement. 

 

6) Title A Finnish SME is searching for a plastic mailer bag manufacturer from Europe. 

POD 
Reference 

BRFI20220308033 

Summary A Finnish SME offers packaging-as-a-service and they are now searching for a plastic mailer bag 
manufacturer from Europe with material expertise and handling of polypropylene (PP) and 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Also seam welding, sewing and printing capabilities are 
expected. The preferable cooperation model is a manufacturing agreement. 

 
 

Chi fosse interessato a richiedere: 
- maggiori informazioni sui profili tecnologici e commerciali in evidenza in questo numero 
- la segnalazione di ulteriori profili sulla base di specifiche esigenze 
- l’inserimento di propri profili tecnologici e/o commerciali 
può contattare:  simpler2@finlombarda.it 
 

 

 

 

mailto:simpler2@cestec.it

